I. INTRODUCTION
The alloy system Al,Gal_,As/GaAs is of great technological importance in fabrication of various optoelectronic devices. Optical properties of solids are often described in terms of the complex optical dielectric function E ( W ) = E~( w )
+ E~( w ) .
Problem with experimental data is that they are not expressed as continuous analytic functions of the electronic energy gaps and the alloy composition x. Therefore, it is required to model the experimental data with an analytical model [l-31 The employed model must be simple and concise, and at the same time give reasonably good approximation of the optical spectra of investigated materials. Adachi's model [4] , [5] is relatively simple model which describes optical dielectric function with terms attributed to four energy gaps (Eo, Eo+Ao, E l , El+A1) and damped harmonic oscillators describing contributions from higher lying transitions (EA, E 2 ( X ) , &?(E)). However, Adachi's model is not very accurate, and several modifications have been proposed recently [l] , [6-lo] . Jenkins [6] obtained better agreement with experimental data by introducing exponential decay of matrix elements which are taken to be constant over the Brillouin zone in Adachi's model. However, this model gives good agreement with experimental data only in the narrow range, and for AlAs calculated values differ from experimental ones for a constant amount below 3 eV. Zheng et al. [lo] In this paper we show that a comparatively simple model of RakiC and Majewski [l] can be succesfully applied to model the optical spectrum of ternary alloys, in particular Al,Gal-,As, with accuracy similar to that of significantly more intricate model of Kim et al. Also, we compare two ways of determinig the parameters of the model for ternary compaunds. First approach is to determine the model parameters for particular compositions, and then to find the optimal function describing the dependence of the model parameters on the alloy composition z. The second approach is t o simultaneously fit the data sets for all available compositions in order to minimize the discrepancies between calculated and experimental data over the entire energy and composition range. Our results clearly show that simultaneous fitting was needed to provide accurate values of optical functions. Finally, we discuss what was the 0-7803-4513-4/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE advantage of using the global optimizing routine (namely our acceptance-probability-controlled simulated annealing algorithm [2], [3]) compared to clasical fitting algorithms, and how it effected the reliability of the final model parameters.
MODEL OF THE DIELECTRIC FUNCTION
We shall briefly discribe the applied model for the dielectric function. The dielectric function in Adachi's model is represented by the sum of terms describing transitions at critical points (CPs) in joint density of states. In the modification proposed by RakiC and Majewski [l] damping constants I'i are replaced with frequency dependent expression qW).
A . Eo and Eo + A0 transitions
Under the parabolic band assumption, contributions of three-dimensional MO CPs EO and Eo + A0 are given by 
D. The frequency dependent damping
Damping constants in equations (1)- (9) are replaced with
In this way, shape of the line varies with ratio of parameters aj and rj. Lineshapes range from purely Lorentzian (for a=O) to nearly Gaussian ( a = 0.3), while for large aj/I'j ratios wings of the peak in imaginary part of the dielectric function E~( w ) are even narrower, thus enabling elimination of extended absorption tails in €2 which are characteristic for Lorentzian line shape. Since no broadening mechanism is set a priori (both aj and rj are adjustable model parameters) model becomes very flexible. 
where E, is the high-frequency dielectric constant containlines at the El and E1 + A1 CPs) is given by ing the contributions of higher lying transitions.
where B1, and Bzx are the strengths and G1 and GI, are
Rydberg energies of El and El + A1 exciton, respectively.
Here it was assumed that GI = GI, = 0 [l]. Summation of the excitonic terms is performed until the contribution of the next term is less than
Position of the Eo and Eo + Ao, El and El + A1 and their variation with composition r is accurately determined in the study of Kim et al. [12] The energies of these critical points are given with cyPt ( w i , xj), cYPt(wi, xj) are the corresponding experimental values. The objective function was minimized by acceptance probability controlled simulated annealing algorithm with adaptive move-generation procedure, which is described in detail in [2] .
Let us now explain the fitting procedures used. First, experimental data for individual compositions were fitted separately (the j in the outer sum in Eq.(13) was kept constant). After the optimal cubic polinomial describing the dependence of each parameter on composition x was determinated, it was found that such method can significantly compromise accuracy of the estimated dielectric function. This was already pointed out by Terry [16] , but most other authors preferred the approach of finding optimal cubic polinomial after estimating parameters for each composition separately, since it is less time consuming and less computer resources demanding.
The simultaneous fit for all available compositions was employed next. This procedure was obviously more de- manding on the optimization algorithm and also more computationaly intensive. The number of data points was larger approximatelly by an order of magnitude, and at the same time the number of fitting parameters was increased four times. Newertheless, this effort can be justified from the number of points. Firstly, the model parameter estimation does not give single, unique solution of the problem. Similar quality of approximation of experimental data can be obtained with different sets of parameters. Another problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This figure depicts two different calculated curves. Solid line is a result of best simultaneous fit accross all material compositions. Broken line is showing an interesting drawback of individual fitting. It is obtained by using cubic polinomial (cubic polinomial fit to parameters determined in individual fits).
The descrepancies between the broken line and experimental data obviously reflect the difference between the cubic polynomial obtained in individual and simultaneous fits. It clearly shows the deterioration of the fit quality if optimal cubic polynomial is found after estimating parameters for each composition separately. Since main aim of modeling the optical properties of a ternary alloy is to enable calculation of the optical constants for compositions for which there are no available experimental data, it is clear that simulatenous approach to model parameter estimation for ternary alloy should be favoured. Therefore, in this work data sets for all available compositions were fitted simultaneously, giving best cubic coefficients to minimize discrepancies between calculated and experimental data over the entire energy and composition range.
The resulting coefficients are given in Table 11 . Excellent agreement with experimental data is obtained for the entire investigated spectral region and for all compositions. tained in this work, due to greater flexibility of the model achieved by frequency dependent damping mechanism and inclusion of the excitonic effects, can be clearly observed.
In results presented here we didn't include contributions of the indirect tansitions since they exist only for z > 0.45
and their strength, since they represent second-order perturbation, should be significantly less. Fig. 3 
IV. CONCLUSION
Optical properties of Al,Gal_,As are modeled in the 1.5-6 eV range for all compositions 0 5 z 5 1. Extension of Adachi's model employing adjustable broadening function instead of the conventional Lorentzian one is used. This article discusses the significance of employing the experimental data for all compositions simultaneously for model parameter estimation. It is shown that this approach yields to more accurate and reliable results than those obtained by employing cubic polynomial for approximation of the composition dependence of parameters obtained by fitting each composition separately. Excellent agreement with experimental data, illustrated by relative rms error for refractive index below 2.2%, is obtained in the entire investigated spectral range and for all compositions. Total of 88 adjustable model parameters is employed, which is significantly lower compared to other studies giving similar quality of approximation of optical constants of Al,Gal_,As in the 1.5-6 eV range. 
